The Girl’s Room Tour

Based on my experiences with „Das Mädchenzimmer“ I carried out „The Girl’s Room Tour“ in the Travelling Gallery in Scotland within the framework of a scholarship. The idea of the Girl’s Room Tour is to give girls space in a double sense. Firstly, on a symbolic level, by a show dealing with girls giving “space” to their concerns, and secondly on a real level, by the exhibition bus travelling through Scotland and being used as a social meeting place during the tour. Again I photographed girls in their rooms, but now from different parts of Scotland. This time I accompanied the work with sound recordings of the girls portrayed, which were played through loudspeakers. Photographs of girls in their rooms primarily depict social structures, which may vary according to the age, social origin and nationality of individual girls and the scene to which they aspire to belong. It is precisely their imaginative potential that makes the girls’ rooms important indicators of yearning, of existing patterns of thought and desire.
Series of photographs „The Girls’ Rooms ‘99“
24 colour photographs, a 60 x 60 cm